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MAJOR BOAT MANUFACTURER DEMAND FOR IMTRA’S 
ZIPWAKE DYNAMIC TRIM CONTROL SYSTEMS CLIMBS 

New Bedford, Mass. – IMTRA, the leading manufacturer and importer of quality 
solutions and products for the marine, energy and transportation markets, announced 
today that demand for the Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control System has continued to 
climb since IMTRA began carrying the product line. A number of IMTRA’s boat building 
partners have selected the system as the standard fit trim control system for newly 
launched vessels. The revolutionary system has recently been integrated into new 
models from Bahama Boatworks, Bass Cat, Caymas, Coastal Craft, Freeman 
Boatworks, Hewes Marine, Hinckley, Pursuit, Regulator, Stingray Boats and Winter 
Custom Yachts. 

“The beauty of the Zipwake product line is that it is simple to use and very effective,” 
said Jamie Simmons, Zipwake Product Manager, IMTRA. “These boat builders have 
seen the value of the product and have confidence their customers will too. We are so 
pleased to offer Zipwake and that these quality builders understand its benefits 
compared to traditional trim tab systems and other interceptors.” 

Featuring an advanced, intuitive, 3D interface, Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control Systems 
deliver a more comfortable ride, better performance and improved fuel consumption for 
any planing or semi-planing boat, regardless of sea conditions. Offering unmatched 
control of running trim, pitch, heel or list, the system incorporates patented, durable fast-
acting interceptors that provide efficient lift. Installation of the modular system is simple 
with different size and shape units (including newer versions specifically designed for 
outboards and chine applications) allowing a near full beam arrangement.  

Zipwake Series S, the world’s first inexpensive Dynamic Trim Control System, is a 
product family for vessels 20- to 60-feet. It includes four straight, four V-shaped, two 
chine and one intermediate interceptor. Zipwake Series E is an evolved version of the 
successful Series S. Series E is a family of larger interceptors that includes four straight, 
three tunnel and two chine models, perfectly engineered for bigger boats, from 50-100 
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feet. Unique 3D controls with a large display provide the helmsman with unmatched, 
user-friendly, intuitive and precise control of running trim, heel or heading. 

For information on Zipwake Dynamic Trim Control Systems, visit 
www.imtra.com/zipwake.htm. For information on IMTRA or its entire product line, please 
call 508-995-7000 or visit www.imtra.com. 
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About IMTRA: 
IMTRA, a 100% employee-owned company based in New Bedford, Massachusetts, is an importer and manufacturer of high-quality 
marine products, advanced LED solutions and integrated marine systems, as well as a key supplier to the OEM and aftermarket. 
With more than 70 years in the commercial, industrial and marine markets, IMTRA has sales and support teams in 12 regions 
throughout North America. The company’s extensive product knowledge is available to its customers through a renowned full-
service department, a professional customer service group and an online Learning Center. Product categories include Lighting, 
Thrusters, Stabilizers, Anchoring Systems, Wipers, Seating, Controls, Doors, Hatches and other specialty products. In addition to 
their own proprietary products, IMTRA represents well-known international brands that include Sleipner (Side-Power), Norsap, 
Vimar, Lumishore, BCM Lighting, Lofrans, Muir, Exalto, Zipwake, Roca, Lilaas, DHR, Libra, Victron, KPM-Marine and many more. 
www.IMTRA.com/about-IMTRA.htm 
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